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DISCLAIMER

The information contained in this presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all information that prospective
investors may require. Readers are encouraged to conduct their own analysis and review of STEP Energy Services Ltd. (“STEP” or
the “Company”) and of the information contained in this presentation. Without limitation, prospective investors should read the
entire record of publicly filed documents relating to the Company, consider the advice of their financial, legal, accounting, tax and
other professional advisors and such other factors they consider appropriate in investigating and analyzing the Company. In this
presentation, unless otherwise indicated, all dollar amounts are expressed in Canadian dollars. Certain capitalized terms and
abbreviations not otherwise defined herein have the meaning assigned to them in the Company’s Annual Information Form dated
March 16, 2022 (the “AIF”), which is available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. This presentation does not constitute an offer or
solicitation in any jurisdiction or to any person or entity. No representations or warranties, express or implied, have been made as
to the accuracy or completeness of the information in this presentation and this presentation should not be relied on in
connection with, or act as any inducement in relation to, an investment decision.
Forward-Looking Statements

Certain statements contained in this presentation constitute “forward-looking statements” or “forward-looking information” within
the meaning of applicable securities legislation (collectively, “forward-looking statements”). These statements relate to
management’s expectations about future events, results of operations and the Company’s future performance (both operational
and financial) and business prospects. All statements other than statements of historical fact are forward-looking statements. The
use of any of the words “anticipate”, “capable”, “continue”, “expected”, “forecast”, “predict”, “projected”, “propose”, “pursue”,
“will” and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. These statements involve known and unknown
risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results or events to differ materially from those anticipated in such
forward-looking statements. No assurance can be given that these expectations will prove to be correct and such forward-looking
statements included in this presentation should not be unduly relied upon. These statements speak only as of the date of this
presentation. In addition, this presentation may contain forward-looking statements and forward-looking information attributed to
third-party industry sources. In particular, but without limitation, this presentation contains forward-looking statements pertaining
to: oil and natural gas pricing; the Company’s strategic priorities and actions required to achieve same; planned equipment
deployment and timing, including dual fuel, Tier 4, and other fleet composition; the Company’s long-term plans for debt reduction;
debt amounts; and future industry conditions and outlook, including demand for the Company’s services, LNG related
opportunities, and industry capacity, consolidation, utilization and pricing. With respect to forward-looking statements contained in
this presentation, assumptions have been made regarding, among other things: future oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids
prices; COVID‐19 and its impact on energy demand and the Company’s financial position and business plans, 2022 and 2023
industry conditions and outlook, OPEC+ related market uncertainty, the Company’s ability to market successfully to current and
new clients; the Company’s ability to utilize its equipment; the Company’s ability to obtain qualified staff, goods, and equipment in
a timely and cost efficient manner; levels of deployable equipment; future capital expenditures to be made by the Company; future
sources of funding for the Company’s capital program; and the impact of competition on the Company. Actual results could differ
materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of the risk factors set forth in the AIF under the
heading “Risk Factors” and in the Company’s Management Discussion and Analysis for the three- and twelve-month periods
ended December 31, 2021 (the “Annual MD&A”) under the heading “Risk Factors and Risk Management”. For additional
information, including with respect to the assumptions, expectations and risks applicable to such forward-looking information, see
“Forward-Looking Information & Statements” in the AIF and the Annual MD&A.
This presentation also release contains future-oriented financial information and financial outlook information (collectively, "FOFI")
about STEP’s expected second quarter revenues and Adjusted EBITDA, leverage, and debt levels, all of which are subject to the
same assumptions, risk factors, limitations, and qualifications as set forth in the above paragraphs. The actual results of
operations of STEP and the resulting financial results will likely vary from the amounts set forth in this presentation and such
variation may be material. STEP and its management believe that the FOFI has been prepared on a reasonable basis, reflecting
management's best estimates and judgments as of the date hereof; however, because this information is subjective and subject
to numerous risks, it should not be relied on as necessarily indicative of future results.
The forward-looking statements and FOFI included in this presentation are expressly qualified by the foregoing cautionary
statements and are made as of the date of this presentation. The Company does not undertake any obligation to publicly update

or revise any forward-looking statements or FOFI except as required by applicable securities laws.
Non-IFRS Measures & Ratios
This presentation includes terms and performance measures commonly used in the oilfield services industry that are not defined
under IFRS. The terms presented are intended to provide additional information and should not be considered in isolation or as a
substitute for measures of performance prepared in accordance with IFRS. These non-IFRS measures have no standardized
meaning under IFRS and therefore may not be comparable to similar measures presented by other issuers. The non-IFRS
measure should be read in conjunction with the Company’s audited and unaudited financial statements for the relevant periods,
the accompanying notes thereto, and the relevant management’s discussion and analysis, all of which are available on SEDAR at
www.sedar.com. Non-IFRS measures & ratios in this presentation include:
“Adjusted EBITDA” is a financial measure not presented in accordance with IFRS and is equal to net (loss) income before finance
costs, depreciation and amortization, (gain) loss on disposal of property and equipment, current and deferred income tax
provisions and recoveries, share-based compensation, transaction costs, foreign exchange forward contract (gain) loss, foreign
exchange (gain) loss, and impairment losses. “Adjusted EBITDA margin” or “Adjusted EBITDA %” is a non-IFRS ratio and is
calculated as Adjusted EBITDA divided by revenue.
“Net Debt” is a financial measure not presented in accordance with IFRS and is equal to loans and borrowings before deferred
financing charges less cash and cash equivalents.
"Return on Equity" is a financial measure not presented in accordance with IFRS and is equal to net income divided by average
shareholder's equity.
"Free Cash Flow" is a financial measure not presented in accordance with IFRS and is equal to net cash provided by operating
activities adjusted for changes in non-cash Working Capital from operating activities, sustaining capital expenditures, term loan
principal repayments and lease payments (net of sublease receipts). The Company may deduct or include additional items in its
calculation of Free Cash Flow that are unusual, non-recurring or non-operating in nature.
“Free Cash Flow Yield (FactSet)” is a financial measure not presented in accordance with IFRS and is equal to Adjusted EBITDA
less interest and capital expenditures, divided by market capitalization.
“Enterprise Value” is equal to market capitalization plus current and long term debt, less cash.
"Enterprise Value to Adjusted EBITDA” is a non-IFRS ratio and is calculated as Enterprise Value divided by Adjusted EBITDA.
“Working Capital” is a financial measure not presented in accordance with IFRS and is equal to total current assets less total
current liabilities.
Please refer to the “Non-IFRS Measures and Ratios” section of the Company’s Management Discussion and Analysis for the
three-month period ended June 30, 2022 (the “Quarterly MD&A”), which also includes reconciliations of Adjusted EBITDA and Net
Debt to the nearest IFRS measures.
Market and Industry Data
This presentation contains market research and industry forecasts that were obtained from industry publication and reports or
based on estimates derived from such publications and reports and management's knowledge of, and experience in, the markets
in which the Company operates. Industry publications and reports generally indicate that they have obtained their information
from sources believed to be reliable, but do not guarantee the accuracy and completeness of their information. None of the
authors of such publications and reports has provided any form of consultation, advice or counsel regarding the preparation of
this presentation. Further, certain of these organizations are advisors to participants in the oilfield services industry, and they may
present information in a manner that is more favourable to that industry than would be presented by an independent source.
Actual outcomes may vary materially from those forecast in such reports or publications, and the prospect for material variation
can be expected to increase as the length of the forecast period increases. While management believes this data to be reliable,
market and industry data is subject to variations and cannot be verified due to limits on the availability and reliability of data
inputs, the voluntary nature of the data gathering process and other limitations and uncertainties inherent in any statistical survey.
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Tier 4 Upgrade Announcement:
A Partnering Model
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TIER 4 ANNOUNCEMENT
SUMMARY
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•

Upgrading 16 pumps with 2,500 horsepower (HP)
Caterpillar Tier 4 Dynamic Gas Blending (DGB) engines

•

Agreement is with a leading intermediate E&P company
(“Producer”) in Western Canada

•

Producer obtains upgraded equipment and 3-year
services agreement with CAD $10 million pre-payment

•

Pricing is linked to commodity prices and includes cost
inflation adjustment mechanisms that share the risk
and reward between STEP and the Producer

•

Generates sufficient returns to meet STEP’s internal
return thresholds

•

Upgrade schedule anticipated to have no impact on
STEP’s real-time Canadian frac capacity

•

Major-equipment partnering model with a Producer is
unique

•

Reflective of our shared ESG commitment and
sustainable business strategies

TIER 4 AND DUAL-FUEL UPDATE

PRESSURE PUMPING FLEET (HP)*

A LOOK AT THE FLEET BY MID-Q2 2023
•

Tier 4 Dynamic Gas Blending (DGB) Engines (42,500 HP)
o

20% of STEP’s Canadian fracturing fleets will be powered by Tier 4 Cat
engines with DGB technology

o

Cat DGB engines displace diesel with cleaner-burning natural gas and
offer the industry’s best diesel displacement rates of up to 85%

• Tier 4 Conventional Engines (80,000 HP)
o

Tier 2
Dual-Fuel
38%
Conventional
Diesel
Horsepower
37%

Low
Emissions
Horsepower
63%

16% of STEP’s fracturing fleet is powered by Tier 4 MTU engines, which
meet strict U.S. EPA emissions standards

Tier 4
Conventional
16%

• Tier 2 Dual-Fuel DGB Engines (185,000 HP)
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o

38% of STEP’s fracturing fleet

o

Tier 2 DGB Cat engines displace diesel with cleaner-burning natural gas

o

STEP regularly achieves sustained diesel substitution rates of 65% using
proprietary operational procedures

o

First OFS company to offer an innovative, direct-fuel injection system
(55,000 HP of the total), which reduces onsite diesel consumption up to
75% and provides significant savings for clients

Tier 4 Dual-Fuel
9%

*Percentage based on total HP

U.S. Deep Coil Tubing Acquisition:
Expanded Operations in the Permian
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U.S. COILED TUBING ACQUISTION

SOLIDIFYING THE DEEPEST FLEET IN NORTH AMERICA
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•
•
•
•

STEP has acquired 4 high-spec, ultra-deep capacity coiled tubing units and ancillary equipment for $17.2 million (CAD)
Three units have been active with leading E&P companies in the Permian Basin
The fourth unit will be upgraded in Q4-22 with minimal capital and deployed in Q1-23
Adds scale to our coiled tubing business, driving improved profitability

U.S. COILED TUBING ACQUISTION
• Equipment and Personnel
o

All four coiled tubing units manufactured in the last four
years

o

Units are capable of carrying 30,000 foot coiled tubing
strings required for the growing ultra-deep 3+ mile lateral
length market

o

Strong leadership and operational personnel joining STEP

o

Reinforces STEP’s position as one of the largest deepcapacity coiled tubing companies in North America

• Acquisition Economics and Outlook
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o

$2.77 million USD cash and approximately 2.6 million
shares at a deemed price of $5.204 per share

o

STEP sees the U.S. coiled tubing market consolidating,
which is anticipated to lead to improved margins

o

Three units anticipated to be operational in early Q4-22,
with the fourth unit starting in Q1-23. With its existing
fleet, STEP will have a total of 13 units operating in Q1-23

o

Based on current market conditions STEP anticipates a
payback period of 18-24 months

Creating Shareholder Value
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NORTH AMERICAN MARKET IS TIGHT
Canadian Frac Industry Supply vs Demand

U.S. Frac Industry Supply vs Demand
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NORTH AMERICAN FRACTURING SUPPLY AND DEMAND
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•
•
•
•

Supply of equipment has contracted, leading to tightness in Canadian and U.S. fracturing markets
Cold-stacked equipment can be costly to bring back online and will likely face supply chain delays
Newbuild timeframe is approximately 12+ months
Finding labor is a barrier to further capacity adds

UTILIZATION HIGH: PRICING RECOVERING
ADJUSTED EBITDA MARGINS*

STEP FRAC FLEET UTILIZATION
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*U.S. margin in 2020 reflects basin-to-basin
equipment move during COVID

*STEP entered U.S. fracturing market in Q2-18
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* Adjusted EBITDA is a non-IFRS financial measure and Adjusted EBITDA margin is a non-IFRS financial ratio. This metric is not defined and has no standardized meaning under IFRS.
See Non-IFRS Measures and Ratios in the Company’s Quarterly MD&A.

UTILIZATION AND PRICING
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2022-Q2

• Canadian and U.S. fracturing fleet utilization has recovered strongly and is supporting higher pricing
• Continued net pricing expansion expected given supply/demand dynamics
• STEP positioned well to sustain variability in business cycles

Source: STEP

STRATEGIC CLIENT ALIGNMENT IN BOTH MAJOR MARKETS
Canada/U.S. Revenue
Split

37%

63%

Canada

US

Canada - Top 10
Customer Split

20%

80%

Private

Public

U.S. - Top 10 Customer
Split

43%

57%

Private

Public

Combined - Top 10
Customer Split

42%

58%

Private

Public
Source: STEP (June 2022 YTD)

STEP IS WELL POSITIONED IN CANADA AND THE U.S.
• Canadian client mix is growth-oriented and ranges from small to large market cap
• U.S. division is concentrated in the highly-active Permian Basin
• U.S. market has higher proportion of large, privately-funded E&P companies relative to Canada
14

FREE CASH FLOW YIELD THE BEST IN CLASS
Q2-22 TTM FCF Yield vs North American Pressure Pumpers
16%
14%
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*Based on Q2 2022 Actuals released ** Free Cash Flow Yield (FactSet) is a non-IFRS measure and is not defined and has no standardized meaning under IFRS. See Non-IFRS Measures and Ratios in this Presentation.

FREE CASH FLOW YIELD
• Free Cash Flow (FCF) has become the metric of choice in global energy
• STEP’s Free Cash Flow Yield (FactSet) is the best in class among North American pumpers
15

Source: FactSet

LEVERAGE TARGETS IN SIGHT - DEBT REDUCTION PROGRESS
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~$160mm Reduction
from onset of debt
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Q4-22C*

*Projections based on analyst consensus Adjusted EBITDA on June 21, 2022 ** Net Debt and Adjusted EBITDA are non-IFRS financial measures. See Non-IFRS Measures and Ratios in the Company’s Annual MD&A and Quarterly MD&A.

LONG TERM DEBT REDUCTION
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•
•
•
•

STEP continues to reduce its leverage amid a strong EBITDA and Free Cash Flow profile
STEP continues to target a Net debt to Adjusted EBITDA ratio below 1:1 by the end of 2022
Credit facility recently amended to provide more flexibility, extended to 2025 for more capital certainty
The gains from debt paydown accrue to the equity holders

VALUATION PROVIDES COMPELLING UPSIDE POTENTIAL
Q2-22 TTM Enterprise Value/Adjusted EBITDA vs North American Pressure Pumpers
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*Based on Q2 2022 Actuals released ** Enterprise Value/Adjusted EBITDA is a non-IFRS financial measures. See Non-IFRS Measures and Ratios in the Disclaimer.

ENTERPRISE VALUE TO EBITDA MULTIPLE NEAR THE LOWEST IN SEGMENT
• STEP trades at the low end of the valuation range for North American pressure pumpers
• Valuation discounts of high-return companies usually get corrected over time
17

Company E
Source: FactSet

Near and Mid-Term Gas Macro:
Eyes On The Prize
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OUTLOOK: CANADIAN LNG – THE FRACTURING OPPORTUNITY

Source: BMO Capital Markets (June 9, 2022)

Source: Peters & Co. Limited (June 10, 2022)

THE CANADIAN LNG STORY
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• LNG Canada offers a natural gas growth driver with 2024/2025 trains I/II start-up; drilling and well fracturing to
begin in earnest in 2023
• Some forecasts show Canadian natural gas production rising by 18% out to 2030
• Progress with Blueberry River First Nations well permitting is encouraging

OUTLOOK: U.S. LNG – THE FRACTURING OPPORTUNITY

Source: US Energy Information Administration, September 6, 2022

THE U.S. LNG STORY
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• U.S. LNG has been one of the top growth stories in all of global energy
• Another 40% growth in natural gas export capacity is under construction for 2024/2025 start-up
• Permian and Haynesville are the primary source areas – dovetails with STEP’s frac operations and recent deep coil
tubing rig acquisition

Second Quarter Results:
A Record By Most Metrics
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Q2-2022 IN REVIEW
• Q2-22 strengthened further from Q1-22 levels:
o

Strongest Revenue, Net Income and Adjusted
EBITDA in the Company’s history

o

Revenue increased 24% sequentially and was up
154% yr/yr versus Q2-21

o

Consolidated Adjusted EBITDA margins up to 20%

o

Second quarter in a row of positive Net Income

• Terrific frac execution on large pads drove Canada
• U.S. fracturing revenue/day up 58% vs Q1-22; net
pricing increases exceeded inflationary impacts
• Coiled tubing markets in both regions showing
improvements – favoring our deep-capacity fleet

• Net debt reduced by $20mm sequentially on strong
Free Cash Flow of $33mm
22

CO NSO LIDATED HIGHLIGHTS
($000s except percentages)

Three months
Three months
ended June 30, ended March 31,
2022
2022

Consolidated revenue

$

273,000

$

219,539

Net (loss) income

$

38,064

$

9,173

A dj us ted EBITDA

$

55,251

$

36,990

CONSOLIDATED
A dj us ted EBITDA
%

HIGHLIGHTS
20%
17%
($000s except percentages) Three months ended June
30, 2022 Three months ended June 30, 2021
Fracturing

Consolidated revenue
$273,000
Coiled Tubing
40%
$107,546
$273mm
Net (loss) income $38,064 $(10,582)
60%
Adjusted EBITDA $55,251 $11,676
Adjusted EBITDA % 20% 19% 11%
$273mm
Canada
U.S.
81%

* Adjusted EBITDA is a non-IFRS financial measure and Adjusted EBITDA margin is a non-IFRS financial ratio. This
metric is not defined and has no standardized meaning under IFRS.
See Non-IFRS Measures and Ratios in the Company’s Quarterly MD&A.

Q2 RESULTS: BEATING Q1 IS RARE IN CANADIAN PRESSURE PUMPING
Q2-22 VS Q1-22 ADJ EBITDA MARGINS

Q2-22 VS Q1-22 REVENUE
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*Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA margin are non-IFRS financial measures. See Non-IFRS Measures and Ratios in the Company’s Annual MD&A and Quarterly MD&A.
Source: STEP

Q2 PERFORMANCE – RARIFIED AIR
• Q2 performance was better than Q1 – very rare for a Canadian-based fracturing company
• U.S. strength is adding to a very robust Canadian business
23

SIX-MONTH PERFORMANCE SHOWS MARGIN TORQUE
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
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*Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA margin are non-IFRS financial measures. See Non-IFRS Measures and Ratios in the Company’s Annual MD&A and Quarterly MD&A.
Source: STEP

MID-LINE TORQUE TO TOP-LINE CHANGES
• The fracturing business model offers disproportionate moves in margins to higher top-line inputs
• Six-month performance is evidence of considerable progress in financial performance
24

Tier 4 DGB fracturing upgrade announcement is unique in the industry
Will look at tuck-in acquisitions when they are accretive

Summary

North American fracturing market is tight
• Limited available equipment and 12+ month newbuild timelines
• Utilization high: pricing recovering
STEP is well-positioned to capitalize
• Strategic client alignment and Canada/U.S. diversity
• Modern fleet that supports sustainability goals
• Consolidating the North American deep coiled tubing market

How STEP is
Creating
Shareholder
Value

Financial metrics amongst the best in peer group:
• Free Cash Flow Yield1
• Valuation near the lowest in peer group

Leverage targets in sight – gains accruing to equity holders
Canadian and U.S. LNG offer big growth opportunities
Q2 beat– A record quarter by most metrics
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1

See Note on FCF Yield (FactSet) in the Disclaimer

587-349-5672
investor_relations@step-es.com
www.stepenergyservices.com

